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Funny story for young readers about a boy's attempts to choose with whom he
should stay with while his mum is having a baby. Read aloud or 6 yrs+
A fresh retelling by Byron Barton of the well-loved story of the little red hen who
grows grain, threshes wheat, and feeds her chicks--all by herself, without any
help from her lazy friends. Mr. Barton's simple words, bold images, and
imaginative use of color have made his many picture book perennial favorites
with young children.
This unique book is the first to fully explore the history of autism - from the first
descriptions of autistic-type behaviour to the present day. Features in-depth
discussions with leading professionals and pioneers to provide an unprecedented
insight into the historical changes in the perception of autism and approaches to
it Presents carefully chosen case studies and the latest findings in the field
Includes evidence from many previously unpublished documents and illustrations
Interviews with parents of autistic children acknowledge the important
contribution they have made to a more profound understanding of this enigmatic
condition
Marcus Pfister's award-winning Rainbow Fish is back--""in a brand-new
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adventure! This time, Rainbow Fish gets lost in an undersea storm and has to
find his way back home. Luckily, with the help of some new friends, it isn't long
before Rainbow Fish is reunited with his glittering school of fish.
Meeting Barbapapa for the very first time is a magical moment - every child will
adore this loyal, gentle, friendly creature, who can change into any shape and
solve any problem for his family and friends. In this story, Barbapapa searches
the world and beyond for a Barbamama to share his life.
Funny, reassuring, touching, and beautifully repackaged, children will enjoy
reading Jill Tomlinson's animal tales again and again! Pongo wants to be the
leader of the pack!
After the postman delivers their invitation to a wedding, Clara and Ollie begin
careful preparations. Clara imagines what the bride might wear, and might have
worn in the past, but disaster strikes the night before the big event! Can Ollie and
his inventions - and a visit to the haberdashery - save the day? Playful and
whimsical while packed with beautiful details from the V&A, this wonderful story
is sure to enthrall and enchant.
WINNER OF 'BEST NON FICTION' IN THE GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS
2013 It's estimated that one in almost a hundred people are diagnosed as being
on the autistic spectrum but there is far more hope for them today than ever
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before thanks to groundbreaking new research. In this fascinating and highly
readable book, Temple Grandin offers her own experience as an autistic person
alongside remarkable new discoveries about the autistic brain, as well as genetic
research. She also highlights long-ignored sensory problems as well as the need
to treat autism symptom by symptom, rather than with an umbrella diagnosis.
Most exciting of all, she argues that raising and educating children on the autistic
spectrum needs to be less about focusing on their weaknesses, and more about
fostering their unique contributions.
Music and dyslexia is of particular interest for two reasons. Firstly, research suggests
that music education can benefit young dyslexics as it helps them focus on auditory and
motor timing skills and highlights the rhythms of language. Secondly, dyslexic
musicians at a more advanced level face particular challenges such as sight-reading,
written requirements of music examinations and extreme performance nerves. This is a
sequel to the highly successful Music and Dyslexia: Opening New Doors, published in
2001. The field of dyslexia has developed rapidly, particularly in the area of
neuropsychology. Therefore this book focuses on these research advances, and draws
out the aspects of music education that benefit young dyslexics. The contributors also
discuss the problems that dyslexic musicians face, and several chapters are devoted to
sight-reading and specific strategies that dyslexics can use to help them sight-read. The
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book offers practical techniques and strategies, to teachers and parents to help them
work with young dyslexics and dyslexic musicians.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers
and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! No girls allowed at the Olympic Games!
That's the rule when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie back to ancient
Greece. But when Annie tells jack to go to the games without her, he knows she's up to
something. Will Annie find a way to see the games? Or will she get herself—and
Jack—into Olympic-size trouble? Find out in Hour of the Olympics. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with
Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your
favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
When the lake in one of Fogville's parks suddenly becomes polluted and starts to boil,
Echo the bat and his human friends, the Bat Pack, venture into the sewers to find the
monster that may be causing the problem.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet
whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything
else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of
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pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!"
Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his
neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio
gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns
into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is
about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor
father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and
has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film
but the original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40
illustrations.
Good reasoning can lead to success; bad reasoning can lead to catastrophe. Yet, it's
not obvious how we reason, and why we make mistakes. This book looks at the mental
processes that underlie our reasoning. It provides the most accessible account yet of
the science of reasoning.
When Paul Collins's son Morgan was two years old, he could read, spell, and perform
multiplication tables in his head...but not answer to his own name. A casual
conversation-or any social interaction that the rest of us take for granted-will, for
Morgan, always be a cryptogram that must be painstakingly decoded. He lives in a
world of his own: an autistic world. In Not Even Wrong, Paul Collins melds a memoir of
his son's autism with a journey into this realm of permanent outsiders. Examining
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forgotten geniuses and obscure medical archives, Collins's travels take him from an
English churchyard to the Seattle labs of Microsoft, and from a Wisconsin prison cell
block to the streets of Vienna. It is a story that reaches from a lonely clearing in the
Black Forest into the London palace of King George I, from Defoe and Swift to the
discovery of evolution; from the modern dawn of the computer revolution to, in the end,
the author's own household. Not Even Wrong is a haunting journey into the borderlands
of neurology - a meditation on what "normal" is, and how human genius comes to us in
strange and wondrous forms.
Funny, reassuring, touching, and beautifully repackaged, children will enjoy reading Jill
Tomlinson's animal tales again and again! When Hilda has an idea, nothing can stop
her!
Echo the bat and his new human friends, the Bat Pack, set out to discover why a
mysterious hooded figure and his companion raven are digging up graves and looking
for treasure in the cemetery.

The nation's favourite bedtime story, now in a classic board book format with a
fresh cover design!"A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood, A fox saw
the mouse and the mouse looked good." Walk further into the deep dark wood,
and discover what happens when a quick-witted mouse comes face to face with
an owl, a snake... and a hungry Gruffalo! Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's
The Gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become a best-selling
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phenomenon across the world with over 13.5 million copies sold. This awardwinning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the
hearts and bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly
continue to enchant children for years and years to come. No home should be
without The Gruffalo! This handy board book format is perfect for younger
readers. It features the classic story with a stunning redesigned cover and
beautiful finish, making it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and
Scheffler fans! Also available in board book format and with striking redesigned
covers are: The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale,
The Smartest Giant in Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and
A Squash and a Squeeze.
A true story that is both uniquely moving and exceptionally inspiring, Emergence
is the first-hand account of a courageous autistic woman who beat the odds and
cured herself. As a child, Temple Grandin was forced to leave her "normal"
school and enroll in a school for autistic children. This searingly honest account
captures the isolation and fears suffered by autistics and their families and the
quiet strength of one woman who insisted on a miracle.
Snow White is on the run from an evil witch when she stumbles upon a little
house in the woods. When the 77 dwarfs who live there invite her to stay, it
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seems like a perfect solution --- at first.
Every parent, teacher, social worker, therapist, and physician should have this
succinct and informative book in their back pocket. Framed with both humor and
compassion, the book defines the top ten characteristics that illuminare the minds
and hearts of children with autism.
A teddy bear tells his life story, beginning with his creation in Germany prior to
World War II, and continuing through the war and on to America, where
eventually he is miraculously reunited with his original owner.
"A picture book about moving to a new house and making new friends"-When Echo's old librarian friend is in trouble, Echo and the Bat Pack rush to his
home, Castlerock, to help. Now they must solve an ancient mystery.
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Why have thousands of young Jews, otherwise unengaged with formal Jewish life,
started more than sixty innovative prayer communities across the United States? What
crucial insights can these grassroots communities provide for all of us?
Tony Lightspeed is always bringing home sick and injured animals, so when he turns
up with an unconscious man dressed from head to tie in rather stinky bandages, his
family aren't too surprised. But then they discover that the man is an ancient Egyptian
pharaoh named Sennapod, who has been dead for over 4,000 years. Brought back to
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life by two dastardly grave robbers, Sennapod is on the run. Can he persuade the
Lightspeeds to help him?
The teachings of the Native Americans provide a connection with the land, the
environment, and the simple beauties of life. This collection of writings from revered
Native Americans offers timeless, meaningful lessons on living and learning. Taken
from writings, orations, and recorded observations of life, this book selects the best of
Native American wisdom and distills it to its essence in short, digestible quotes —
perhaps even more timely now than when they were first written. In addition to the short
passages, this edition includes the complete Soul of an Indian, as well as other writings
by Ohiyesa (Charles Alexander Eastman), one of the great interpreters of American
Indian thought, and three great speeches by Chiefs Joseph, Seattle, and Red Jacket.
A fable for children and adults: a story of life, death, and terrorism—in the grand tradition
of Exupe?ry’s The Little Prince When we first meet 93-year-old millionaire Baron
Lamberto, he has been diagnosed with 24 life-threatening ailments—one for each of the
24 banks he owns. But when he takes the advice of an Egyptian mystic and hires
servants to chant his name over and over again, he seems to not only get better, but
younger. Except then a terrorist group lays siege to his island villa, his team of bank
managers has to be bussed in to help with the ransom negotiations, and a media
spectacle breaks out . . . A hilarious and strangely moving tale that seems ripped from
the headlines—although actually written during the time the Red Brigades were
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terrorizing Italy—Gianni Rodari’s Lamberto, Lamberto, Lamberto has become one of
Italy’s most beloved fables. Never before translated into English, the novel is a
reminder, as Rodari writes, that “there are things that only happen in fairytales.”
Everyone around him seems happy being paired up, so Mr. Morf the circus dog sets off
to find a special friend for himself, and after striking out numerous times, Mr. Morf finds
love in the most unusual places.
Five curious dinosaur friends, known as the Fivedinos, travel from valley to valley,
naming plants and animals and helping each other as they try to escape from their
common, meat-eating enemy, Tyrannosaurus rex.
Scooby-Doo and his companions travel to Big Pine Ski Lodge for a fun-filled ski
weekend, but they soon discover that the resort is threatened by rumors of a snow
monster terrorizing the slopes. Original.
Mr and Mrs Wolf have adopted a poor orphan w olf, Philip, who they found in the
woods. But Philip doesn''t behave the way a growing wolf should, so they send him to
W olf Academy. Allen is also the author of 6 books in the Wiza rd Grimweed series. '
Follow-up to the NEW YORK TIMES bestseller A VISITOR FOR BEAR Features an
audio read-along! Bear does not like birthdays. He doesn’t like parties or balloons,
cards or candles. In fact, Bear does not like anything to do with birthdays at all. He
would much rather spend his birthday alone cleaning his house, but Mouse, small and
gray and bright-eyed, has other ideas. With a perfectly paced story by Bonny Becker
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paired with Kady MacDonald Denton’s slapstick visual comedy, A Birthday for Bear —
previously published as a first reader — welcomes young listeners to the party in a new
picture-book format, with all new artwork, ideal for sharing.
"A lushly illustrated picture-book biography of two young Pakistani heroes, Malala
Yousafzai and Iqbal Masih, from acclaimed nonfiction author/illustrator Jeanette
Winter"-Just the mention of mathematics is enough to strike fear into the hearts of many, yet
without it, the human race couldn't be where it is today. By exploring the subject
through its 50 key insights--from the simple (the number one) and the subtle (the
invention of zero) to the sophisticated (proving Fermat's last theorem)--this book shows
how mathematics has changed the way we look at the world around us.
This book offers a explanation on what is currently known about autism and Asperger
syndrome.
A Cat, A Seagull, An Impossible Task...Caught up in an oil spill, a dying seagull
scrambles ashore to lay her final egg and lands on a balcony, where she meets Zorba,
a big black cat from the port of Hamburg. The cat promises the seagull to look after the
egg, not to eat the chick once it's hatched and - most difficult of all - to teach the baby
gull to fly. Will Zorba and his feline friends honour the promise and give Lucky, the
adopted little seagull, the strength to discover her true nature?
Full of gentle humour, every Barbpapa story celebrates the power of family and friends.
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In this story, Barbpapa and his family have to find a perfect new home after their old
one is turned into apartments.
The mummy of King Tut's grandmother is the main attraction at the Fogville museum,
but Echo the bat and his human friends, the Bat Pack, discover that at night she is
rising from her sarcophagus--can they find a way to bring peace to this restless
mummy?
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